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Pulsed plasmas in liquids exhibit complex interaction between three phases of matter (liquids,8

gas, plasmas) and are currently used in a wide range of applications across several fields, however9

significant knowledge gaps in our understanding of plasma initiation in liquids hinder additional10

application and control; this area of research currently lacks a comprehensive predictive model. To11

aid progress in this area experimentally, here we present the first-known ultrafast (50 ps) X-ray12

images of pulsed plasma initiation processes in water (+25 kV, 10 ns, 5 mJ), courtesy of the X-ray13

imaging techniques available at Argonne National Laboratory’s Advanced Photon Source (APS),14

with supporting nanosecond optical imaging and a computational X-ray diffraction model. These15

results clearly resolve narrow (∼10 µm) low-density plasma channels during initiation timescales16

typically obscured by optical emission (<100 ns), a well-known and difficult problem to plasma17

experiments without access to state-of-the-art X-ray sources such as the APS synchrotron. Images18

presented in this work speak to several of the prevailing plasma initiation hypotheses, supporting19

electrostriction and bubble deformation as dominant initiation phenomena. We also demonstrate20

the plasma setup used in this work as a cheap (<US$100k), compact, and repeatable benchmark21

imaging target (29.1 km/s, 1 TW/cm2) useful for the development of next-generation ultrafast22

imaging of high-energy-density physics (HEDP), as well as easier integration of HEDP research into23

synchrotron-enabled facilities.24

Introduction – In the past two decades, the study of25

plasma processes in liquids has grown to be a vigor-26

ous, broadly interdisciplinary field that has found nu-27

merous applications in chemical processing [1], nanoma-28

terial synthesis [2], medicine [3], and many other fields.29

Despite the array of applications of plasma processes in30

liquids, significant knowledge gaps in our understand-31

ing of plasmas physics of liquids, and of fundamental32

physical interactions between the second (liquid) and33

fourth (plasma) states of matter, persist [4]. Histori-34

cally, research into pulsed plasma initiation phenomena35

has focused on gas-phase processes, which as a result36

are relatively well understood [5, 6]. In contrast, electri-37

cal discharges in liquids exhibit a complex multi-phase38

environment through which the plasma propagates [7],39

and, consequently, plasma initiation in liquids is still40

not understood. Recent effort has focused on investiga-41

tion into liquid-phase breakdown initiation phenomena,42

of which there are several prevailing hypotheses regard-43

ing the dominant breakdown mechanism and currently44

no conclusive theory [4]. It has not yet been proven45

whether electron avalanching is possible in liquid me-46

dia, therefore several hypotheses require the presence47

and deformation of preexisting bubbles (possibly sub-48

microscale) or dissolved gases for streamer propagation49

to occur [8]. Others propose the generation of nano-50

pores via electrostriction as a source of low-density re-51

gions required for plasma initiation [9]. Still others sug-52
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gest that field emission from the electrode tip can locally53

heat the surrounding water, leading to rapid expansion54

and a low-density region through which electrons can55

avalanche [10].56

This work employs optical imaging and ultrafast X-57

ray phase-contrast imaging to provide unprecedented58

characterization of the plasma initiation mechanism of59

nanosecond pulsed plasma discharges in water. These60

measurements capture the rapid (29 km/s) expansion of61

a network of 10-µm diameter, low density channels that62

manifest on timescales on the order of 10 ns. Taken63

together, these measurements narrow the field of possi-64

ble dominant physical processes for nanosecond plasma65

initiation in liquids to those which rely on nanosecond-66

timescale physics, supporting electrostriction and bub-67

ble deformation while weakening the local field-emission68

heating hypothesis.69

In addition to its utility as a plasma diagnostic, the70

X-ray imaging in this work represents the introduction71

of pulsed plasmas in liquids to the field of synchrotron72

science. The tabletop setup used in this work is quite73

portable and relatively cheap (<US$100k), while still74

providing hypersonic phenomena (29.1 km/s) and high75

energy densities (1 TW/cm2) using as little as 5 mJ of76

plasma energy. An equivalent plasma device could there-77

fore be easily incorporated as a self-healing benchmark78

imaging target for diagnostic development at ICF facil-79

ities (e.g. National Ignition Facility [11]), as well at any80

other facility interested in high-energy-density physics81

(HEDP) and fast phenomena [12–14]. This partnership82

between plasma physics and synchrotron science opens83

new avenues for interrogating sub-nanosecond plasma84
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FIG. 1. The pulsed water plasma of interest to this work
imaged with four different methods, in order of decreasing
exposure time: 67ms (a), 2.38µs (b), 10ns (c) and 50ps X-
ray (d).

dynamics in liquids, as well as interrogating and vali-85

dating HEDP science at synchrotron-enabled facilities.86

Phenomena of Interest – This work focuses on the pulsed87

plasma shown in Figure 1, generated using the driv-88

ing circuit shown in Figure 2a. When applying a posi-89

tive high-voltage pulse to a 200-µm-diameter tungsten90

electrode submerged in distilled water (filtered to a91

maximum particle size of 0.2 µm, with conductivity of92

roughly 0.5 µS/cm), a branched-structure plasma forms93

near sharp-contour regions of the electrode tip, radiat-94

ing outward at hypersonic velocities. By triggering an95

air spark gap with a nanosecond laser pulse (similar to96

[15]), repeatable time-resolved diagnostics are possible.97

While a nanosecond-pulsed plasma can occur in a more98

conductive liquid [16], the branched structures of inter-99

est to this work require low conductivity, like that of100

distilled water or lower. See Section SM.I for a more de-101

tailed description of the experimental setups and meth-102

ods used in this work.103

Optical Imaging Results – Using a high-speed video cam-104

era, the plasma of interest was imaged with backlight-105

ing at 420 kfps (2.38 µs/frame) and a resolution of 20106

µm/pixel, shown in Figure 3a and Supplementary Video107

1. Light-emitting plasma channels propagate across the108

full field of view within the first captured frame of the109

event, implying a lower bound of 630 m/s for propaga-110

FIG. 2. Diagram of the laser-triggered driving circuit
(a), with voltage and current traces for a typical event (b).
Power and energy calculated from direct integration (c).
R1 = 20 MΩ, C1 = 1 nF, and Vb = +25 kV. During this
event a total of 242 mJ was dissipated: 225 mJ (93%) was
dissipated by the air spark switch, 5 mJ (2%) contributed
to plasma generation, and the remaining 12 mJ (5%) was
lost via long-timescale heating and electrolysis. The result-
ing plasma current peak had a FWHM of 12 ns and a peak
of 20 A.

tion speed. Optical emission and plasma energy depo-111

sition has ceased by the next frame, and the resulting112

bubble begins to evolve and become more spherical over113

the next 50 µs.114

To better interrogate plasma-timescale processes115

without requiring ultra-high-frame-rate imaging of a sin-116

gle event, we can take advantage of the fact that this117

plasma process and experimental setup is well-timed.118

By triggering the event relative to the shutter of a119

nanosecond-gated camera and logging image timing sig-120

nals, single event images were sorted according to expo-121

sure delay relative to each event. This results in a con-122

structed “video” of water plasma behavior at timescales123

not achievable via single event high-frame-rate imaging,124

shown in Figure 3b and Supplementary Video 2. The125

plasma (identified by the light-emitting region) initiates126

near the electrode tip and propagates outward with a127

hemispherical bush/branching structure over approxi-128

mately 100 ns, with the longest branches extending al-129

most 4 µm away from the electrode before extinguish-130

ing. Outward propagation speed is therefore inferred131

to be 29.1 km/s (Mach 19.7 in water), estimated from132

the linear trend shown in Figure 3c. This propaga-133

tion speed agrees with prior literature [17] where the134

initiating plasma extends out in front of an expanding135

shockwave. Such a high Mach number suggests that the136

dominant initiation process is not limited by ambient137

sound speed, undermining plasma initiation hypotheses138

which rely on slower processes such as Joule heating or139
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FIG. 3. A series of video frames from high-speed (2.38
µs/frame) backlit photography of a single water discharge
event (a, Supplementary Video 1). Collection of backlit fast-
exposure (10ns) ICCD images from many disparate events,
sorted by camera delay relative to time of event as measured
by peak PMT signal, with t = 0 defined to be the average
time of peak current (b, Supplementary Video 2). Images
from (b) were used to generate plots of plasma channel length
(c) and average frame brightness (d) vs. time.

electrolysis. While slower processes may still be signif-140

icant during longer timescales, they do not appear to141

drive the channel tip. However, the significant opti-142

cal emission obscures multi-phase phenomena needed for143

more informed discussion of initiation processes. This is-144

sue, along with diffraction-limited resolution at micron145

scales, prompted our interest in the fast X-ray tech-146

niques available at the Advanced Photon Source (APS).147

X-ray Imaging at APS 32-ID-B – To integrate our setup148

into the existing X-ray imaging facilities at the APS 32-149

ID-B beamline lab (see Figures SM1 and SM2), several150

modifications to the water discharge cell and the high-151

voltage circuit were necessary. Since the X-ray attenua-152

tion length of water is 2.2 cm for the X-ray energies rel-153

evant to this work (24.3 keV), a water discharge cell was154

designed which minimizes the intra-device path length155

of the X-ray beam to 2 mm.156

See Figure 4 and Supplementary Video 3 for typical X-157

ray imaging results from separate events, imaged using158

24.3-keV X-rays from the APS synchrotron source dur-159

ing a hybrid fill operating mode [18]. The X-ray setup at160

APS 32-ID-B was configured in a phase-contrast imaging161

mode, which exploits relative phase delay of the X-ray162

beam induced by objects on the sample plane with large163

density gradients [19–21]. The gas-liquid boundary of a164

plasma-induced bubble is therefore easily resolvable in165

these phase-contrast images with negligible motion blur.166

See Figures SM3–SM7 for more X-ray imaging examples167

of single-events.168

Before any quantitative analysis of these X-ray im-169

ages, there are important qualitative observations to be170

made. In the first post-initiation frame of each imaged171

event (such as the second frames of Figures 4a and 4b),172

we observe the outward propagation of channel-like fea-173

tures at timescales much faster than the inter-frame pe-174

riod (3.69 µs), with presumed dynamic behavior within175

the first 100 ns after initiation. The X-ray videos pre-176

sented here exclusively show plasma channels which tra-177

verse the full field of view within a single inter-frame178

duration, and the stochasticity of this plasma process179

hinders insight from multi-event comparison. That be-180

ing said, this work is still an important result in itself;181

plasma channel evolution during periods of significant182

plasma optical emission has not been previously ob-183

served.184

This phase-contrast imaging method amplifies the ef-185

fect of discontinuities in density such as surfaces, there-186

fore we interpret these features to be the liquid-gas in-187

terfaces of a low-density channel propagating with or188

near the optical emission front. We also observe correla-189

tion in location and propagation direction between these190

narrow (∼ 10 µm) channels and the larger-diameter non-191

spherical bubbles visible in the subsequent frame 3.69 µs192

later, emphasized by the two-frame composite image in193

Figure 4c. Depending on the unequal distribution of en-194

ergy deposition, the thin plasma branches will either ex-195

pand into a large diameter bubble (such as the branches196

at 8 o’clock and 11 o’clock positions in Figure 4), or will197

collapse back down to a train of small spherical bubbles198

(such as the branch at the 9 o’clock position in Figure199

4).200

Occurring next after bubble expansion, the long-lived201

abnormal bubble shape visible in each case persists for202

almost 50 µs after initiation (see Figures SM3-SM7).203

Based on this, we conclude that significant charge resides204

near the bubble surface for tens of microseconds after205

initiation, resulting in long-lived local Coulomb forces206

after plasma energy deposition. This is consistent with207

the characteristic charge relaxation time expected for208

ambient water, τ = σ/ε ≈ 3.6 µs. The observed sharp-209

contour bubbles suggest low local surface tension, caused210

by the Lippmann effect acting at the locally-charged211

interface. Though the resulting bubble shape is quite212

striking, processes which dominate at these longer (µs)213

timescales are not necessarily responsible for initiation.214

It is also important to note the plasma-independent215

continuous formation of bubbles visible within the re-216
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FIG. 4. Frames from ultrafast X-ray imaging videos of two pulsed water plasma events (a and b), with timestamps annotated
relative to peak plasma current as measured through the positive electrode. Frame rates are 136 kfps (a) and 272 kfps (b),
or 7.37 and 3.69 µs/frame respectively. Resolution is 2 µm/pixel. Note the evolution from pre-discharge to small-diameter
long plasma channels to large-diameter cavitation and expansion, as emphasized in (c) and (d) with two-frame composite
images from Figures (a) and (b), respectively. See Section SM.II for additional multi-frame videos of single events, all of
which show correlation in position between the small-diameter channels and larger-diameter bubbles. Figure 4a corresponds
to Supplementary Video 3.

gion of interest. As previously discussed the water was217

sufficiently filtered (< 0.2 µm), ruling out the possibility218

of particle contamination. Future work may investigate219

the effect of degassing on the production of these bub-220

bles, however in this case we attribute this bubble pro-221

duction to water radiolysis and electrode heating, both222

induced by high X-ray power (21 W/mm2 [22]). Future223

work may investigate the effect of degassing on the pro-224

duction of these bubbles, however radiolysis and heat-225

ing due to high X-ray power is the most likely cause in226

these results. X-ray-induced bubble production affects227

the timing of nanosecond plasma initiation processes in228

water, however the rapidity of such processes appears to229

be unaffected during the timescales imaged here.230

Computational Model – Unlike a near-field X-ray im-231

age which can be easily converted to line density, a232

phase contrast image requires a more rigorous approach233

to quantitatively analyze; in general a two-dimensional234

Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral is required [23].235

For this particular case we can take advantage of both236

the small scattering angle of the X-ray beam after the237

sample plane and the cylindrical geometry of a plasma238

channel to compose a simplified integral:239

gout(x
′) =

e2πiz/λ√
iλz

∫ ∞
−∞

gin(x)e
iπ
λz (x

′−x)2dx (1)

Idetector(x
′) = gout(x

′)g∗out(x
′) (2)

240

where x is lateral position relative to the plasma channel241

at the sample plane and x′ is lateral position at the de-242

tector plane. The complex-valued functions gin(x) and243

gout(x
′) describe the electric field at the sample plane244

and detector plane, respectively. We assume the geom-245

etry shown in Figure SM2, which consists of a simple246

cylinder of specific gravity SGvap surrounded by ambient247

water (SGliq = 1). The term gin(x) is therefore defined248

as follows for a plasma channel of radius R = 1
2dchannel249

in a water cell of width wliq:250

gin(x) =


e

[
−2iπ
λ ñwater,liq·wliq

]
, |x| > R

e

[
−2iπ
λ ñwater,liq·(wliq−2

√
R2−x2)

]
·e
[
−2iπ
λ ñwater,vap·(2

√
R2−x2)

]
, |x| ≤ R

(3)

where the complex refractive index ñ = 1− δ− iβ is lin-251

early dependent on water density: δvap = SGvapδliq and252

βvap = SGvapβliq, with δliq and βliq taken from litera-253

ture [24]. Derivation of this model is described in further254

detail in Section SM.III, which builds off of the general255

form from [25] and is equivalent to work by Snigirev on256

phase-contrast imaging of cylindrical samples [26].257

By numerically integrating Equation 1, we can gener-258

ate a simulated phase-contrast X-ray image. Parameters259

needed for this model include the specific gravity of the260

region within the plasma channel SGvap, diameter of261

the channel dchannel, as well as three minor parameters262

which scale and shift the model. To convert the X-ray263

image into a model-comparable form, we interpolate the264

image onto a series of cutlines oriented perpendicular265

to a spline estimation of the plasma channel centerline,266

forming a cutline intensity distribution for each lateral267

position. The model is then fit to experimental results268
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FIG. 5. Illustration of a typical plasma channel cutline
interpolation from an X-ray image (a), typical diffraction
model result after optimization compared with the average
experimental cutline (b). Intensity measured relative to in-
cident X-ray intensity. Dotted lines represent first and third
quartiles of the cutline distribution for each lateral posi-
tion. For this particular result, the channel diameter and
specific gravity were found to be 11.7+1.5

−1.3 µm and 0.09+0.17
−0.09,

respectively. Computational results for 31 interpolated ex-
perimental cutlines are summarized in (c) dchannel vs. t and
(d) SGvap vs. t plots, with time measured relative to water
plasma initiation. Note the general trend that longer times
after initiation correlate with larger-diameter plasma chan-
nels and lower specific gravities, on timescales much faster
than the X-ray frame rate. See Figure SM9 for discussion on
uncertainty.

to extract estimates of SGvap and dchannel (see Section269

SM.III for details), as shown in Figure 5.270

From this fitted model, SGvap and dchannel of the271

plasma channel can be estimated for a particular inter-272

polated cutline, as shown in Figure 5. The first evident273

conclusion from these results is that these plasma chan-274

nels are exclusively low-density phenomena which prop-275

agate at speeds comparable to those calculated from the276

optical emission region (see Figure 3). This supports ini-277

tiation hypotheses which require the initial generation of278

lower-density voids for plasma propagation, such as elec-279

trostriction and deformation of preexisting bubbles. It is280

also important to consider the effect of photon-electron281

interaction in this environment due to high electron den-282

sity (on the order of 1018 cm−3), however in this case we283

do not believe that this phenomena has significantly af-284

fected these X-ray imaging results, due to the small scat-285

tering angle used for imaging. A total of 31 model fits286

were produced for a variety of selected cutlines at differ-287

ent imaging delays relative to peak current and different288

distances from the electrode tip (as shown in Figures 5c,289

5d, and SM8), collectively revealing a few major trends290

in the X-ray data; in particular, larger channel diame-291

ters (Figure 5c) and lower specific gravities (Figure 5d)292

occur with increasing time after initiation. These results293

imply that low-density regions visible in X-ray occur at294

comparable or possibly earlier times (relative to initi-295

ation) than those of the light-emitting region, however296

further investigation is necessary to show this conclu-297

sively.298

Conclusion – The above work presents provides in-299

sight into the particular mechanism of breakdown in300

nanosecond-pulsed plasmas in liquids. Using a combi-301

nation of X-ray and optical methods, we have resolved302

narrow low-density plasma channels within the streamer303

head which evolve at speeds comparable to those of the304

light-emitting region. To the best of our knowledge,305

phase-contrast X-ray imaging has not been previously306

explored as a diagnostic for such plasmas. The result-307

ing superior imaging resolution for this well-timed pro-308

cess and insensitivity to plasma optical emission pro-309

vides insight about dominant plasma initiation mecha-310

nism hypotheses (supporting electrostriction and bubble311

deformation while weakening local field-emission heat-312

ing), and encourages further interaction between the313

fields of plasma physics and synchrotron science, both314

as a phenomenon of primary research interest as well315

as a tabletop self-healing HEDP imaging target. Fu-316

ture work will include additional plasma imaging exper-317

iments at APS with the added experience gained from318

results reported here, such as the use of sharper elec-319

trode tips (< 10 µm) for better initiation consistency320

and higher X-ray imaging frame rates to reveal dynamic321

processes for single events at timescales less than 150322

ns (frame rates of 6.67 MHz are expected during fu-323

ture experimental campaigns, compared to 272 kHz in324

this work). Continued progress will further contribute325

to better understanding of plasma initiation in liquids,326

and overall increased interdisciplinary work between the327

fields of plasma physics, HEDP, and synchrotron science.328
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